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who  had  played  a  not  unimportant   part  in its  early
development,   was   outside   The   Bodlcy   Head.    I   had
witnessed the budding of that tender plant; but now
the time of its efflorescence had come and I was not at
hand to behold it.     It must have been about this time
that  he  published   H.   G.   Wells's   Select  Conversations
with an Uncle now Extinct and Bennett's The Man from
the North\ about this time too he established relations
never to be broken with a writer far more congenial to
the  Bodleian  atmosphere,   I  mean  W.  J.  Locke.    At
rare intervals I passed along Vigo Street during business
hours,   and, opening   the door which   (since   no   trade
operations were allowed in Albany) had been fashioned'
in the wall of that beautiful apartment which once had
been   Lane's   dining-room,   I   peered   inside.    But the
faces I beheld there were the faces of strangers who knew
not me.    Of Chapman, indeed, I caught an occasional
glimpse, but he too had changed.    He had discarded
his  black frock-coat for a suit of buft-coloured whip-
cord which he wore for the rest of his days.    Roland
Clarke, the accountant,  no longer  perched on a high
stool behind a screen, had a room of his own and was
far too busy wielding his, complicated accounts for idle
gossip.    As for button-holing Lane, that was quite out
of the question.    Occasionally I was bidden to one of
his famous teas, but somehow I felt an exile amid all
that   scintillating   talent.     If  I   had   been   more  wide-
awake to things, I should have asked Lane to send me
copies of his new books as they appeared, and I am sure
he would have done so, for he still regarded me with
the old affection; but this I did not do, and so many of
the things he published in the years that immediately
followed the opening of his  new premises are   closed
books to me.
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